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        Flagship NASA space telescope faces a penny-pinching death    




NASA's only flagship X-ray telescope ever, Chandra, still works and has no planned successor. So why does the President want to kill it?
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        A two-stage psychological model that explains alien abduction stories    




The truth may be out there — but it’s not in these close encounters of the third kind.
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        The “Reitoff principle”: Why you should add “nothing” to your work-life schedule    




The Reitoff principle gives us permission to "write off" a day and intentionally step away from achieving anything.
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        Why “incompleteness” matters in theoretical physics    




Physicists just can't leave an incomplete theory alone; they try to repair it. When nature is kind, it can lead to a major breakthrough.
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        Does dream inception work?    




One MIT-trained poet spent nine months trying to find out.
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        Don’t buy the hype on new “breakthrough” Alzheimer’s treatments    




The sober reality behind the effectiveness of two new drugs touted as Alzheimer's breakthroughs: lecanemab and donanemab.
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        Why old-school sports leadership is a natural fit for the new wave of AI startups    




Eric Olson — CEO and co-founder of Consensus — takes his cues from the university of legendary coaches.
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        What today’s hunter-gatherers can teach us about modern life    




James Suzman lived with a tribe of hunter-gatherers to witness how an ancient culture survives one of the most brutal climates on Earth. His learnings may surprise you.
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        March 25, 2024’s full moon portends April 8th’s solar eclipse    




The least exciting of all eclipses, a penumbral lunar eclipse, foreshadows the spectacular show that April 8th's total eclipse will bring.
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        Digital twins are an effective new way to control your metabolism    




Twin Health lets patients with diabetes see what’s happening inside their own body and can model each patient’s unique metabolism.
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        How our “junk DNA” led to humans being tailless    




CRISPR study helps answer a question that has long puzzled scientists.
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        To learn Klingon or Esperanto: What invented languages can teach us    




NuqneH! Saluton! A linguistic anthropologist (and creator of the Kryptonian language, among others) studies the people who invent new tongues.
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        Happiness poison—and the antidote    




Harvard has conducted an 85-year-long study on what makes humans happy. Psychiatrist Robert Waldinger explains what they found.
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        Are religions simply cults that have gone mainstream?    




Or are cults the religions we find distasteful?
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        How to adapt the “theology of work” to Succession-era capitalism    




How would you feel about working like a Lutheran or a Cistercian?
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        Ask Ethan: How did matter come to exist in our Universe?    




You can only create or destroy matter by creating or destroying equal amounts of antimatter. So how did we become a matter-rich Universe?
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        Drive Organizational Growth    




Join us for a live Q&A with growth strategist Tiffani Bova. She'll share why investing in your employees is essential to improve customer experience, unlock innovation and accelerate revenue growth.
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        The “New Happy”: Rethinking happiness through science and philosophy    




Happiness is not a five-star holiday. It's often the result of struggle — and asking for help, as author Stephanie Harrison recently told Big Think.
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        Would you trust big work-life decisions to an AI coach?    




AI looks like a natural and inevitable fit for business coaching — but some humans are wary. Here are the pros and cons.
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        When will the Earth meet its demise?    




No matter how you define the end, including the demise of humanity, all life, or even the planet itself, our ultimate destruction awaits.
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        ChatGPT is funnier than you    




The secret sauce of humor is incongruity. AI knows this as well as we do.
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        Why memory is more about your future than your past    




Memories aren’t mental recordings, but pliable information we can use to better manage the present and conjure future possibilities.
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        Give up on happiness. Go hard at wonder.    




Pathologically busy people clamoring for happiness. Founder of HATCH Monica Parker explains how we can do so much better than that.
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        The humiliating truth behind Harvard astronomer’s “alien” spherules    




Harvard astronomer Avi Loeb claimed to track down and find alien spherules on the ocean bottom. Here's the sober truth.
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        Stanford duck syndrome: How the myth of effortless genius hurts learning    




When we view hard work as a sign of low aptitude, it harms our ability to learn and grow.
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        The office is broken: Can conceptual “atom smashing” repair it?    




Architect and brand innovator Kevin Ervin Kelley sounds the alarm for workplace culture — and argues for a “big bang” collision of forms and shapes.
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        How quickly is the Universe disappearing from our reach?    




Because of dark energy, distant objects speed away from us faster and faster as time goes on. How long before every galaxy is out of reach?
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        Mysterious writing system from Easter Island may be completely unique    




New radiocarbon dating reveals astonishing insights.
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        Building skills, talent, and trust in an AI world    




To be successful, leaders would be wise to remember that AI isn’t a replacement for people; it exists to enhance their capabilities.
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